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Considering the characteristics of equipment on underground fully mechanized coal mining face, a multirobot system, which
takes heavy-duty mobile support robot (HMSR) as the pushing robot and middle trough (MT) as the manipulated object, is
established. To overcome the problem of unstable communication and potential pressure loss, a memory-pushing fuzzy control
strategy is proposed to achieve better practical performance without human-guided operations. -e pushing dynamics without
communication is derived to proof the convergence of the dynamic system, and the time-based memory-pushing fuzzy model is
built for compensating the potential pressure loss. Finally, the proposed control strategy is simulated in virtual environment,
which integrates our pushing dynamics, and an industrial experiment is demonstrated as well. Both the simulation and industrial
experiments show the efficiency and feasibility of the proposed method.

1. Introduction

As one of the most intelligent and important equipment on
underground fully mechanized coal mining face, hydraulic
support can be abstracted to heavy-duty mobile support
robot (HMSR) due to its loadable characteristics as well as
mobility through pushing and advancing. As shown in
Figure 1(a), the layout of equipment on underground fully
mechanized coal mining face is presented. -ere are three
types of equipment: mining machine, scraper conveyer, and
hundreds of HMSRs. Mining machine is the main equip-
ment for excavation, while scraper conveyer and HMSRs are
assistance equipment for continuous mining. Scraper con-
veyor is composed of manymiddle troughs (MTs) connected
to each other. At each working cycle, firstly, HMSR will
cooperatively push corresponding MT forward. -en,
HMSRs advance themselves forward to align with neighbors.
Since the pushing-advancing process is completed by
hundreds of HMSRs and corresponding number of MTs, the
system is essentially a multirobot system, and the process

described above is much like planar pushing manipulation.
Our purpose of this article is to study the pushing manipu-
lation approach of multirobot system, which takes HMSR as
the pushing robot and MT as the manipulated object. -e
physical model of the multirobot system is shown in
Figure 1(b). It is notable that manipulated objects are
physically connected with neighbors, which dramatically
increases the complexity of the problem. Additionally, due
to unstable communication, terrible working environment,
different geological conditions, and pressure loss of hy-
draulic system, the pushing result is always out of alignment.
-us, the problem remains a great challenge although a lot of
valuable research on cooperative manipulation has been
conducted.

In recent years, research on multirobot systems has
attracted much attention [1], which is widely applied in
robotics [2], optimization [3], collective cell biology [4],
etc. -e latest impressive research on multirobot systems,
which is inspired by biological organisms, demonstrates
particle robotics by incorporating many loosely coupled
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components. -e individual component in the system
moves stochastically without direction control. However,
the system is capable of robust locomotion and object
transportation after cooperative control [5]. -e stochastic
mechanism in nature provides extraordinary approach for

cooperative control; e.g., the cooperative behavior in
transportation of ant group is one of the most adopted
mechanisms for cooperative control. McCreery and Breed
[6] studied the behavioral mechanisms that lead to co-
operation in the ant group. -is research discovers four
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Figure 1: Description of the multirobot system on underground fully mechanized coal mining face; (a) layout of equipment on the
underground fully mechanized coal mining face; scraper conveyor is composed of many middle troughs (MTs) connected to neighbors.
HMSRs push corresponding MT forward or backward; (b) physical model of the multirobot system, MTs are physically connected with
neighbors; (c) planar pushingmanipulationmodel of themultirobot system, the pushing objective is to push all MTs to align with neighbors;
(d) mechanics of single MTwithout physical connection; (e) mechanics of multiple MTs with physical connections, each MT is connected
with two neighbors.
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phases of cooperative transport and proposes two measures
of cooperative transport efficiency. Gelblum et al. [7]
researched how ant group optimize collective transport,
and the results show that efficient group-level processes can
arise from transient amplification of individual-based
knowledge. -us, it is important for carriers to conform to
their efforts and align their forces. Similarly, Feinerman
revisited this problem, and a more detailed research on
ants’ cooperative transportation is published in Nature [8].
Feinerman also discovers that cooperative transport of
furniture requires some nontrivial communication, and
recent advances have drawn attention on this communi-
cation already. In this work, a coupled-carriers model based
on Ising model is proposed for statistical physics of
interacting particles with cognitive capabilities of indi-
viduals. From the above outstanding literature studies, we
found that the key in multirobot systems is cooperation
between individuals, and the communication between
individuals also affects the cooperative performance. Wang
and Schwager [9, 10] proposed a method for multirobot
manipulation with only local measurements, which means
that the communication between individuals is not re-
quired. In 2016, Wang applied this method in cooperative
pushing manipulation of N-robot transport system (ANTS)
without communication [11]. -e analysis and simulation
of two ANTS implementations prove the state-of-the-art
method. Considering sensorless characteristic and unstable
communication condition, these works inspired us that
noncommunicative cooperative control is essential for
pushing manipulation of HMSR.

-e problem of pushing manipulation has been
researched in 1999 by Rezzoug and Gorce [12], and massive
documents have recorded achievements on its model es-
tablishment and controller design [13, 14]. For example, Ma
and Rodriguez [15] built an anisotropic friction model to
better understand the variability and predictability of planar
friction, and experiments were conducted for comparison
with more standard isotropic friction models. Aimed at
controlling pushing manipulation, a task-adaptive model
and corresponding predictive controller are proposed for
different accuracy requirements of task [16]. Considering the
problem of multirobot transport system, a reinforcement
learning based method is proposed for box-pushing tasks,
which is enhanced by adaptive state aggregation Q-Learning
method [17], and performance comparisons between rein-
forcement learning algorithms of multirobot pushing task
are analyzed by Rahimi et al. [18] as well. However, these
researches are focused on single object pushing manipula-
tion. -e manipulation problem of multiple objects by
pushing is only studied in a few papers till now. Harada et al.
are one of these frontiers. In their paper, an edge model was
proposed to push a chain of N objects stably [19]. Both
sliding and rotation motions are considered in the final
experiments, and the result proves the effectiveness of
proposed method. Aimed at service robot, human body is
simplified as an object with two-link model, and the kine-
matics of the free-ended two-rigid-links are analyzed in
Japan [20]. Since existing affordance models cannot cope
with multiple objects that may interact during action

execution, a relational affordance model is proposed for
multiple-object manipulation, and the proposed model
possesses four advantages compared with traditional model
[21]. Additionally, multiple objects with interlink connec-
tions are also reviewed. Manipulation planning of multiple
interlinked deformable linear objects provides potential
application in aerospace and automotive assembly [22]. As a
specified application, i.e. aircraft assembly, mathematical
formulation for attaching interlinked deformable linear
objects to clamping points is proposed, and this formulation
can be used for shape computation and manipulation
planning [23].

As to control method of pushing manipulation in
complex working environment, abundant and valuable re-
searches have been published. Unfortunately, mathematic
control model may be nonlinear or unavailable in most
practical cases. At this time, fuzzy control method is ap-
propriate to solve the problem [24–26]. With the help of
Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model, a new robust fuzzy scheduler-
based fault tolerant controller is proposed to tackle multi-
variable nonlinear systems [27]. Aimed at earthquake re-
silient structures, a fuzzy logic controller, which
continuously varies damping characteristics, is developed to
control transient vibrations of semiactive tuned mass
damper (TMD) [28]. For large-scale nonlinear systems, the
detailed mathematic model is extremely difficult to obtain,
because of unknown nonlinear functions, unknown dead-
zones, and unmeasurable state variables. -us, a robust
adaptive fuzzy decentralized output feedback control ap-
proach is proposed, and the effectiveness of the proposed
controller is illustrated through simulation example [29]. In
industrial applications, the adaptability of fuzzy controller is
much needed. A robust adaptive control method for non-
linear systems subject to uncertainties is proposed based on
an adaptive dynamic surface control [30], and a neural
network enabled adaptive control system is proposed to
improve the steel-casting performance based on fuzzy
control method [31]. Concerning trajectory tracking prob-
lem, a backstepping-based adaptive controller is proposed
for nonaffine stochastic nonlinear switched system [32].
Towards pure-feedback large-scale nonlinear systems, the
communication between each control unit limits the control
performance. -en, the finite-time event-triggered H∞
control problem for T-S Markov jump fuzzy system is
studied to reduce communication burden [33]. -is can also
be solved by decentralized control. -us, an adaptive fuzzy
decentralized controller is constructed based on the inves-
tigation of adaptive fuzzy decentralized control [34]. Aimed
at designing H∞ filters for standard T-S fuzzy systems,
Cheng and Yang [35] propose a Nonfragile H∞ filter de-
signing method with multiplicative gain variations. Since
T-S fuzzy model can be employed to represent nonlinear
system in both the continuous-time and discrete-time
contexts, the problem of robust dynamic output feedback
control for discrete-time nonlinear systems with parametric
uncertainties is studied [36]. -e proposed method is ca-
pable of effectively handling the parametric uncertainties
and fuzzy system with immeasurable premise variables.
Inspired by this control strategy, cooperative pushing
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manipulation of HMSRs can be reformalized from a totally
distributed and autonomous control structure ignoring
communication. -erefore, fuzzy logic control strategy can
provide an essential solution for such problem.

Based on reviews of the above valuable research studies,
it can be concluded that pushing manipulation of sensorless
HMSRs without communication remains a great challenge.
On the one hand, current researches on pushing manipu-
lation are focused on single manipulated object. However,
the manipulated object in this paper is multiple physical
connected rigid bodies, and the complexity of pushing
manipulation is dramatically increased due to coupling
effect between neighboring MTs. On the other hand, the
sensorless characteristics of some HMSRs and harsh
working environment with unstable communication make it
impossible to construct a close-loop control architecture.
-us, further research is essentially necessary to provide
potential cooperative pushing approach for totally distrib-
uted multirobot systems.

Bearing the above observations in mind, we propose a
memory-pushing fuzzy control strategy for sensorless
HMSRs. -eoretically, the proposed strategy remains
available even though the communication is totally disabled.
-e pushing dynamics is derived, and the convergence of
pushing dynamics is proved considering noncommunicative
situation. After comprehensive trade-off of cost and safety, a
virtual environment of underground fully mechanized coal
mining face is established based on pushing dynamics.-en,
the pushing time-based memory-pushing fuzzy controller is
developed for noncommunicative pushing manipulation,
and the implemented controller is tested in virtual envi-
ronment. Finally, the industrial experiment is demonstrated
with one cutting round.

-ere are two highlights of this paper: (1) -e non-
communicative pushing dynamics is derived for sensorless
multirobot system, i.e., HMSRs, which manipulate mul-
tiple physical connected objects, i.e., MTs. (2) -e time-
based memory-pushing fuzzy control strategy is proposed
for HMSR, which compensates the drawbacks of sensorless
characteristics and pressure loss. -e rest of the article is
organized as follows. In Section 2, the pushing dynamics
without communication is presented. In Section 3, the
details about memory-pushing fuzzy control strategy,
namely, the memory-pushing model, fuzzy controller, and
its implementation, are described. A prototype system
integrates pushing dynamics, and an example is demon-
strated in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are summarized
in Section 5.

2. Pushing Dynamics without Communication

Suppose that pushing dynamics is considered within a
planar region Q ∈ R2, as shown in Figure 1(c). -e
schematic diagram of pushing dynamics is presented. -e
mass of ith MT is denoted as Mi and moment of inertia is
Ji. -e pose of each MT can be described as two parts:
position of mass center xc ∈ R2 and orientation θ ∈ R1.

Generally, three kinds of friction should be considered,
static friction, viscous friction, and kinetic friction, and
coefficients are represented as us, uv and uk respectively.
In our case, MTs are directly pushed on ground; thus,
both static friction and kinetic friction are considered.
-e acceleration of gravity is g. Our problem is that N
HMSRs, which are denoted as Ri, iϵ 1, 2, . . . , N{ }, try to
transport multiple physical connected MTs by pushing in
Q. Each HMSR is capable of (1) pushing the corre-
sponding MT to the next destination according to
neighboring pose; (2) sensing the velocity and acceler-
ation (v � _xc and _v) of the corresponding MTwith Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU); (3) measuring the pushing
force Fi and torque Ti with local measurement. However,
all the robots cannot communicate with each other, and
only the first moving HMSR knows the next destination
of pushing manipulation. -e first moving HMSR is not
fixed, and it can be specified by a program or guided by a
human either. -e objective is taking the first moving
HMSR’s force as input and generating a sequence of
forces corresponding to each HMSR aligning in the same
direction. In order to evaluate the alignment of all the
pushed MTs, two criterions should be considered: (1) all
pushed MTs should keep orientation the same; (2) all
HMSRs should keep zero-torque at the attachment point
with corresponding MT. Based on these considerations,
pushing dynamics can be detailed as follows.

2.1. IndividualMTDynamics. For individual MT, as shown
in Figure 1(d), the movement can be described as trans-
lational velocity v and angular velocity ω under the forces
from HMSRs and the environment. According to New-
ton’s second law, translational dynamics can be written as
follows:

Mivi � Fi − μkMig
v

‖v‖
. (1)

It can be discrete approximation by Euler’s method:

Mi

vt+1
i − vt

i

Δt
� Fi − μkMig

vt

vt

����
����
. (2)

Since MT has geometric extension around mass center,
two types of torque are studied to characterize rotational
dynamics: one is associated with friction, and the other is
associated with HMSRs’ force. -e frictional torque is de-
rived via calculus method. Firstly, the static friction is
neglected, then velocity on an arbitrary point of MT can be
written as va � v + ω × ri, where va is the absolute velocity, v

is the translational velocity at mass center xc, and ri is the
vector pointing from xc to current point x. If density ofMTis
denoted as ρ, then kinetic frictional force can be calculated
as follows:

Fv � − μkMig
va

va

����
����
, (3)

And the kinetic frictional torque can be derived as
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va

����
����

× v −
μkg

va
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����


S
ρr

2
i dr ω.

(4)

Finally, we obtain the frictional torque. Tf � − ((μkg/
‖va‖)

S
ρr2i dr)ω � − (μkg/‖va‖)Jiω.

-e HMSR’s torque is much easier in this case, because
each object is centrosymmetric around mass center xc. If
HMSR’s force is not pointing to xc, then HMSR’s torque is
non-zero. -us, the overall rotational dynamics can be
written as follows:

Ji _ω � Ti − Tf � Fi × ri −
μkg

va

����
����
Jiω. (5)

2.2. Multiple MTs Dynamics with Physical Connection.
Compared to individual MT dynamics, multiple MTs dy-
namics with physical connection is much complicated,
because both translational and rotational movements are
affected by neighboring forces, as shown in Figure 1(e). In
this case, the translational dynamics can be written as

Mi _vi � Fi − μkMg
v

‖v‖
− 

K

k�1


2

j�1
F

k,j
i , (6)

where K denotes the number of neighboring MTs, which
affect current pushing manipulation, and K≤ [Fi/μkMg]

should be satisfied. If only the neighbors are considered,
then the equation can be simplified as follows:

Mi _vi � Fi − μkMg
v

‖v‖
− 

2

j�1
F

l,j

i + F
r,j

i , (7)

where Fl,1
i , Fl,2

i are the coupling forces at left-top and left-
bottom corner of neighboring MT on the left side. Fr,1

i , Fr,2
i

are the coupling forces at right-top and right-bottom corner
of neighboring MT on the right side. Compared with single
MT, three types of torque are studied in this case, namely,
kinetic frictional torque, HMSR’s torque, and torques af-
fected by neighboring MTs Tno. -us, the overall rotational
dynamics can be written as follows:

Ji _ω � Ti − Tf − Tno

� Fi × ri −
μkg

va

����
����
Jiω − 

2

j�1
F

l,j

i × r
l,j

i + F
r,j

i × r
r,j

i ,

(8)

where rl,1
i and rl,2

i are position vectors of left-top corner and
left-bottom corner relative to mass center xc respectively. r

r,1
i

and rr,2
i are position vectors of right-top corner and right-

bottom corner relative to mass center xc respectively. Since
the shape of MT is centrosymmetric, r

l,j
i � − r

r,2− j
i (j � 1, 2).

-us, the third term of above equation can be rewritten as
(Fr,1

i − Fl,2
i ) × rr,1

i − (Fl,1
i − Fr,2

i ) × rl,1
i .

2.3.TranslationalControl. -e translational motion of MTis
governed by the pushing leader of HMSRs, which knows the
destination either by programmatic determination or
manual guidance. Pushing leader’s controller is designed to
push its corresponding MT along the desired destination or
trajectory by applying a force. It is quite simple as long as it
reduces the error between the MT’s actual velocity and
desired velocity. -e controller is chosen as follows:

F
trans
i � Kp max v

d
i

�����

����� − vi

����
����, 0 

vd
i

vd
i

����
����
, (9)

where vd
i is the desired velocity and Kp is the proportional

factor of controller. From the above equation, Fi
i has the

same direction as the desired velocity. -e magnitude of
pushing force is adjusted by the difference between vd

i and vi.

2.4. Rotational Control. Since MTs are physically connected
with each other, and the rotational motion is governed by
two neighboring MTs, which are also manipulated by
neighboring HMSRs. Neighbor’s force needs to overcome
frictional forces corresponding to pushing leader and
pushing followers. -en the pushing follower’s controller
can be derived as follows:

F
rot
i �

1
2



2

j�0
μkMig

vi+j− 1

vi+j− 1

�����

�����

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠. (10)

From this equation, we know that the rotational motion
of ith MT is affected by two neighbors. Because the
neighboring MTs’ velocity provides information for pushing
follower’s controller, the communication is necessary for
rotational control in this multirobot system. -is solution
totally depends on communication between neighboring
HMSR and may lead to control uncertainties when using
unstable communication, especially in harsh environment.
Considering that all connected MTs are pushed to align the
same direction and velocity in the final state, thus, we can
eliminate reliance on communication by letting vt

i+j− 1⟶ vt
i

(j � 0, 2) when it achieves steady state, i.e., t⟶ +∞.
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2.5. Convergence Proof of Pushing Dynamics

Lemma 1. As proved inWang’s solution [11], given a constant
vector w, a vector v can be updated using the following discrete
formula vt+1 � αtω + βtvt, where αt is a series of nonnegative
constants, and βt | 0< βt < 1 . Bus, the direction of vt will
converge to the direction of w at t⟶ +∞, i.e., vt⟶ cω,
where c � αt− 1 + βt− 1αt− 2 + βt− 1βt− 2αt− 3 + · · · + βt− 1βt− 2 · · ·

β1α0 is a positive scalar.

For pushing dynamic system described in equations (9)
and (10), equation (7) can be rewritten as follows:

Mi

vt+1
i − vt

i

Δt
� Kp max v

d
i

�����

����� − vi

����
����, 0 

vd
i

vd
i

����
����

− μkMig
vt

i

vt
i

����
����

− F
rot
i

F
rot
i �

1
2



2

j�0
μkMig

vi+j− 1

vi+j− 1

�����

�����

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠.

(11)

For simplification, the above equation can be rewritten
as follows:

Mi

vt+1
i − vt

i

Δt
�

Kp max vd
i

����
���� − vi

����
����, 0 vd

i

vd
i

����
����

−
1
2
μkMig

3vt
i

vt
i

����
����

+
vt

i− 1

vt
i− 1

����
����

+
vt

i+1

vt
i+1

����
����

 .

(12)

Since the purpose is to push all MTs with a specified
formation aligning with the same direction, thus, the ve-
locity difference should be minimized to zero, which means
that the velocity of neighboring MT should be the same at
t⟶ +∞, i.e.,

v
t+1
i − v

t
i �
Δt
Mi

Kp max v
d
i

�����

����� − vi

����
����, 0 

vd
i

vd
i

����
����

−
5μkgΔt

2
vt

i

vt
i

����
����
,

v
t+1
i �
ΔtKp max vd

i

����
���� − vi

����
����, 0 

Mi vd
i

����
����

v
d
i + 1 −

5Δtμkg

2 vt
i

����
����

 v
t
i .

(13)

-en, we can use the conclusion in Lemma 1 by letting

αt �
ΔtKp max vd

i

����
���� − vi

����
����, 0 

Mi vd
i

����
����

,

βt � 1 −
5Δtμkg

2 vt
i

����
����

 ,

(14)

which is true when the time step satisfies 0<
Δt< 0.4‖vt

i‖/μkg. -erefore, vt
i will converge to that of vd

i as
well. -e dynamics can be propagated further to the initial
velocity v0i . -us, ‖vt

i − cvd
i ‖≤ βt

m‖v0i ‖ is true, where
c � αt− 1 + βt− 1αt− 2+ βt− 1βt− 2αt− 3 + · · · + βt− 1βt− 2 · · · β1α0, and
βt

m � max β0, β1, . . . , βt− 1}. It can be concluded that vt
i

converges to cvd
i exponentially fast, and pushing followers’

forces will converge to the pushing leader’s force exponen-
tially fast as well. Based on the above analysis, the pushing

dynamic system can be established and integrated into the
final virtual environment. Both the rotational and transla-
tional motions can be simulated through dynamic equations.

3. Memory-Pushing Fuzzy Control Strategy

For pushing manipulation of multiple sensorless HMSRs,
pushing displacement along the X axis is the main result
after pushing manipulation. -eoretically, pushing dis-
placement depends on pushing time because the hydraulic
pressure maintains the same value. -e longer pushing time
is occupied, and the farther pushing displacement will be
obtained. However, this work is extremely difficult for such a
large-scale distributed and autonomous control system with
sensorless characteristic and unstable communication.What
is worse, the power of HMSR is supplied by hydraulic pump,
which is mounted far away from the work field. -ere is a
very long distance for emulsified liquid to pass through. As a
result, the pressure loss is inevitable. -us, it is very difficult
to push all MTs to align with each other.

3.1. Time-Based Control Variable. As described above, the
pressure loss is one of the main factors that affect pushing
manipulation. -us, the relation model between pressure
loss and corresponding pushing time difference is studied in
this section. -e pressures between two adjacent HMSRs are
different from each other. As shown in Figure 2(a), the
details about hydraulic scheme of pushing control system are
presented. Since the main concern of pressure loss is
transportation length between HMSRs, then the frictional
pressure loss is a key factor in this paper. -eoretically, the
frictional pressure loss is proportional to the difference of
pipeline length. -en, we can obtain the relation model as
follows:

Δpi � pini − pouti � λ
Li

di

×
ρ2

2
�
2λLiρqi

πd3
i

, (15)

where λ is the frictional pressure loss coefficient, Li is the ith
frictional pressure loss length between two adjacent HMSRs,
di is the ith inner diameter of pipeline, ρ is the density of the
emulsified liquid, and qi is ith primary flow rate of hydraulic
pump.-e inlet and outlet emulsified liquid pressures can be
denoted as Pin � [pin 1, pin 2, . . . , pinN] and Pout � [pout 1,

pout 2, . . . , poutN]. As an independent and intelligent control
unit, each HMSR is obstructed with external force Fi and
outputs pushing displacement x(ti). Due to frictional
pressure loss, the elements in Pin are different from each
other. -us, pushing times are different from each other as
well.

To push MTs aligning at the same baseline, reference
pushing time should be assigned to the pushing leader. -e
relationship between the pushing time difference and
pressure difference can be denoted as follows:

Δti � f Δpi(  � f
2λLiρqi

πd3
i

  � f kLi( , (16)

where f(·) is a nonlinear transfer function, which describes
the relation between pushing time difference and pressure
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difference, and the detailed relation is difficult to be ob-
tained. Statistic learning based predictors are one of solu-
tions for this problem. However, this is beyond the scope of
this paper, and it will be studied in future researches. In this
paper, the function is simplified as Δti � kLi, where the
parameter k is the linear coefficient, which can be obtained
from the field experiment. -en, the reference pushing time
for ith HMSR can be calculated as follows:

t
R
i � t

R
0 + 

i

m�1
kLm, (17)

where tR
0 is the required pushing time to finish the pushing

manipulation without delay, which is affected by frictional
pressure loss.

3.2. Memory-Pushing Model. Pushing manipulation is a
tough work due to the sensorless and noncommunicative
characteristics, and the pushing displacement x(ti) depends
on pushing time ti. -us, a memory-pushing model based on
the previous cycle of pushing manipulation is proposed for
the system. To describe the model, the time-based memory-
pushing curve should be demonstrated at first. In each round
of cutting, every HMSR will get a pushing time, which is
marked as t(i, j), where i denotes the identify number of
HMSRs, and j denotes the jth round of cutting. -e in-
formation obtained from control system can be described as
follows:

T �

[t(1, 1) t(1, 2) . . . t(1, j)]

[t(2, 1) t(2, 2) . . . t(2, j)]

[. . . . . . . . . . . .]

[t(i, 1) t(i, 2) . . . t(i, j)]

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(i � 1, 2, 3, . . . , N, j � 1, 2, 3, . . . , m), (18)

where N denotes the total number of HMSR, and m is the
finite number of cutting round. -e time-based memory-
pushing curve is shown in Figure 2(b). From the figure, for
the sameHMSR, in different cutting round, the pushing time
should be adjusted according to the previous round of
cutting. -e variables are pushing time difference and
pushing time difference rate, which are presented as E(ti)

and ΔE(ti), respectively. -ey are calculated as follows:

E ti(  � t(i, j) − t
R
i ,

ΔE ti(  �
d E ti(  

dt
≈ E ti(  − E ti− 1( .

(19)

According to above equation, we know that the reference
time tR

i is fixed for a specified HMSR, no matter how cutting
round j changes. -en the equation can be transformed as
follows:

Pushing displacement

HMSR

Cylinder

F1 F2 FNx (t1) x (t2) x (tN)

HMSR 1 HMSR 2

< pout2, qout2 >

< pin2, qin2 >

Outlet liquid < pout1, qout1 >

Inlet liquid < pin1, qin1 >

< poutN, qoutN >

< pinN, qinN >

HMSR N

The number of cutting roundsj – 2 j – 1 j

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Memory-pushing system: (a) the hydraulic scheme of the pushing system; (b) time-based memory-pushing curve.
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E ti(  � t(i, j) − t
R
0 + 

i

m�1
kLm,

ΔE ti(  �
d E ti(  

dt
≈ E ti(  − E ti− 1( .

(20)

-e control objective is to adjust current pushing time
and make it approximate to the corresponding reference
pushing time tR

i for ith HMSR. -e control variable is
designed based on the above equations as well.

3.3. Memory-Pushing Fuzzy Controller. Due to the inac-
curacy of pushing manipulation for sensorless HMSR, fuzzy
control strategy is applied into this system. -e workflow of
fuzzy controller can be described as follows:

(1) Memory-pushing time acquisition: in order to satisfy
the requirements of memory-pushing control, the
actual pushing time of the previous cutting round
and the reference pushing time will be recorded or
assigned programmatically, and the desired pushing
time will be calculated with the help of memory-
pushing time.

(2) Input variable determination: the time difference be-
tween the actual pushing time and reference pushing
time E(ti) and the time difference rate ΔE(ti) are
considered as the input variables for the fuzzy control
system.-e input variable pushing time difference and
pushing time difference rate can be calculated
according equation (19) or equation (20).

(3) Fuzzy universe and fuzzy set determination: the
variable {E(ti), ΔE(ti)} is set based on the actual
variation range. And the corresponding linguistic
variable can be set in order to describe problem
distinctly. For output variable, the actual boundary
of control variables [A, B] will be limited to a certain
range [a, b], and the converted equation in this paper
is given as follows:

Y �
B − A

b − a
X −

a + b

2
 . (21)

(4) Fuzzy membership function, fuzzy rule, and fuzzy
control query table: in order to improve the index
fuzziness, the fuzzy membership function is often set
to gaussmf function, and the function can be cal-
culated as follows:

gaussmf � e
− (x− c)2/2σ2

, (22)

With help of linguistic variable, the fuzzy rule can be
established distinctly. For time differenceE, the fuzzy set is {NL,
NM, S, PM, PL} which represents {“Time largely decreased,”
“Time is mezzo,” “Time increased,” Time largely increased”}. For
time difference rate ΔE, the fuzzy set is {NL, NM, S, PM, PL}
which represents {“Time decreased very fast,” “Time decreased
faster,” “Time difference rate is constant,” “Time increased
faster,” “Time increased very fast”}. According to these linguistic
variable definition and fuzzy rules, control system processes a
lot of fuzzy operations and sets a series of firing strength.
Finally, the fuzzy control query table can be calculated, and the

HMSR controller i Electromagnetic valve

Actual pushing time t (i, j)

Manager of
fuzzy control

system

CAN

Actual t (i + 1, j)

U
ns

ta
bl

e c
om

m
un

ic
at

io
n

Membership
functions

Fuzzy rules

FuzzificationInferenceDefuzzification

Fuzzy controller

HMSR controller (i + 1)

HMSR controller (i – 1)

Reference t (i – 1, j)

Reference t (i, j)

Reference t (i + 1, j)

HMSR i

Desired pushing time

Actual t (i – 1, j)

CAN bus

HMSR (i – 1)

HMSR (i – 1)

ΔE (ti)

E (ti)

CANRCANR
CANTCANT

Figure 3: Structure of memory-pushing fuzzy control approach; the unstable communication based on CAN bus is only used for specifying
the reference pushing time and sending the start command.
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fuzzy control system can be integrated into the proposed fuzzy
memory-pushing control system. -e structure of memory-
pushing fuzzy control approach is shown in Figure 3. Each
HMSR has a controller, and for each HMSR controller, the
reference pushing time is specified by the control manager via
CAN Bus or guided by human. Based on the reference pushing
time and the last round of actual pushing time, the fuzzy
controller with 2 input variables, i.e., E(ti) and ΔE(ti), is
capable of obtaining the next round of pushing time. Finally,
the current HMSR controller can drive the electromagnetic
value to push MT forward.

For a specified HMSR, the pushing manipulation begins
when pushing command is received via Controller Area Net-
work (CAN) bus. Firstly, the memory-pushing time of the jth
and (j − 1)th round of cutting, namely, t(i, j) and t(i, j − 1), and
the current reference pushing time will be confirmed. Secondly,
the designated input parameters will be transmitted to fuzzy
controller; the fuzzy controller calculates the appropriate
pushing time according to the fuzzy control query table.-irdly,

the output pushing time from fuzzy controller will be compared
with the actual pushing time t(i, j+1). Because the maximum
pushing length is limited by physical connections between
neighboringMTs, HMSR will push correspondingMTuntil the
torques between neighbors approximate to zero. If ‖t(i, j) −

t(i, j + 1)‖≤Maximum then the current pushing time will be
memorized, while the pushing obstacles can be detected if
‖t(i, j) − t(i, j + 1)‖>Maximum, and the conflictmessage will
be transmitted to manager of fuzzy control system or operators.
And the pushing manipulation can be terminated or reset. By
executing such work cycle repeatedly, the memory-pushing
fuzzy control process can be completed successfully.

4. Simulation and Experiment

4.1. Architecture. -e proposed noncommunicative mem-
ory-pushing fuzzy control strategy is simulated in a three-
layer architecture based virtual simulation environment, as
shown in Figure 4(a). Matlab Simulink and Adams Control

Controller 1

Robot 1 Robot 2 Robot NRobot 3

Matlab simulink and adamas control plant

Robot ID

Leader on/off

Velocity

Pushing force

Orientation

Angular velocity

Adamas virtual model

M-file

Matlab

Adamas

Pushing
dynamics

Fi

l ω (v, θ)ri xc

x

va
v

lri

rri
rri

ri

Controller NController 3Controller 2

Power/CAN Power/CAN Power/CAN

CANT
CANRCANR

CANT

CAN
CANT
CANRCANR

CANT

CAN
CANT
CANRCANR

CANT

CAN
CANT
CANRCANR

CANT

CAN

Power/CAN

(a)

(b)

Mining machine

MT

HMSR

Pushing time

Memory-pushing curve

(c) (d)

Adams control plant

INPUT_push_force

1

2

3

INPUT_push_force2

Mux

ADAMS_uout

ADAMS_tout

ADAMS_yout

U To workspace

Y To workspace

T To workspace

ADAMS plant

MSC Software Demux

INPUT_push_force3

OUTPUT_Orientation 1

OUTPUT_Orientation 2

OUTPUT_Orientation 3

1

2

3

Figure 4: System architecture: (a) the virtual simulation environment for noncommunicative memory-pushing fuzzy control system; (b)
hardware architecture of existing multirobot system; (c) user interface of proposed control system; (d) data visualization of proposed control
system.
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are utilized for establishing the sensorless multirobot system.
We built the simplified dynamic system by using the real-
scale 3D parametrical model of HMSRs and MTs, which are
demonstrated in Figure 4(b). -e attachment point between
HMSR andMTis simplified as 2-DOF revolute joint, and the
physical connections between MTs are built based on the
collision detection between rigid bodies. -en the estab-
lished Adams virtual model can be invoked in Matlab
Simulink through Adams control plugin. -e output Adams
control plant provides data interfaces to Simulink. -ose
interfaces are listed as follows:

(1) Robot ID, unique identity number corresponding to
the index of HMSR

(2) Leader on/off, a Boolean variable that indicates
whether the HMSR is a pushing leader or follower

(3) Pushing force, float-type value that is denoted as the
pushing force of HMSR

(4) Orientation, velocity, and angular velocity are the
pose information aboutMTs, which can be measured
by IMU

Based on these data interfaces, pushing dynamics can
be integrated into the virtual simulation environment, and
the memory-pushing fuzzy controller can be implemented
using Matlab. However, we can notice that hydraulic part is
ignored in the virtual environment, because it is only
concerned with pushing pressure loss, which is

compensated in the memory-pushing fuzzy controller.
Finally, the simulation can be conducted with the estab-
lished environment.

A GUI system is also developed for the proposed control
system, which utilizes data from proposed control system
through Ethernet. As shown in Figures 4(c) and 4(d), the
main user interface of the proposed system and the data
visualization of memory-pushing fuzzy control system are
presented, respectively. Under the main user interface, all
user information, user operation history, and 3D virtual
monitoring interface are demonstrated. All the pushing
operations about HMSR can be displayed in real time. Under
the data visualization interface, all pushing parameters such
as current pushing time, history pushing time, and execution
time are presented. Moreover, the pushing time of each
HMSR will be presented as memory-pushing curve in the
bar chart real-timely.

4.2. Simulation. In this section, an underground fully
mechanized coal mining face with 122 sensorless HMSRs,
which are identified with a unique integer value, i.e., ID of
HMSR, is selected as the test sample. Current status, i.e.,
pushing displacement and pushing time, of these HMSRs is
shown in Figure 5(a), and pushing time was obtained as
shown in Figure 5(b). As mentioned previously, due to
system pressure loss, the reference pushing time is a slant
line. HMSR will suffer more pressure loss if it is closer to the

1
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Figure 5: Pushing displacement and pushing time of testing HMSRs, the abscissa axis represents the ID of HMSR; (a) pushing displacement
of current status; (b) memory-pushing time in the last round of cutting.
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right side, and the longer pushing time will be consumed.
Assume that the space between HMSRs is a constant value
and the linear coefficient is known as an empirical value, i.e.,
k� 0.0164.-en the reference pushing time of ith HMSR can
be obtained as tR

i � tR
0 + 1.5k · i.

For the purpose of demonstrating the entire process of
pushing manipulation, we chose the most undulating seg-
ment of the pushing curve, which has been highlighted in red
color in Figure 5(a), and the details of pushing displacement
are shown in Table 1.

Actually, because of terrible work environment, different
geological conditions, and frictional pressure loss, the actual
pushing time is a curve with partial fluctuations. In the fuzzy
control system, the pushing time difference E(ti) and the
pushing time difference rate ΔE(ti) are considered as the
input variables. -ese input variables can be calculated with
equation (19). -e results are shown in Figure 6. -e var-
iation range of pushing time difference E(ti) is set to [− 2, 2],
universe is set to [− 6, 6], and fuzzy set is {NL, NM, S, PM,
PL}. -e variation range of pushing time difference rate
ΔE(ti) is set to [− 2, 2] as well, and universe is set to [− 6, 6].
For the output variableU, the variation range is from 6 to 12.
-e actual boundary of the variables can be calculated by
equation (21).

Based on the above definition, the fuzzy controller can be
implemented using Matlab. With the help of linguistic
variable, the fuzzy rule can be made distinctly. According to
these fuzzy rules, the control system will process a lot of
fuzzy operations and set a serious of firing strength. Finally,
the fuzzy control query table can be obtained, and details are
shown in Table 2.

Once the fuzzy control query table is confirmed, the
fuzzy control system can be integrated into our memory-
pushing fuzzy control system. -ree typical results are
recorded using the proposed data visualization system; re-
sults are shown in Figure 7.

In this simulation, only 67 HMSRs are selected for the
demonstration of pushing manipulation, in the first stage of
pushing manipulation, as shown in Figure 7(a), the 10th,
35th, and 58th HMSRs are programmatically assigned with
pushing destination according to the sum of pushing dis-
placements left to be pushed. Considering that the driven
capability of hydraulic pump is limited, pushing operations
are separated into several sequences in a specified pushing
manipulation stage. Also, we assume that the hydraulic
pump can provide enough pressure for at least 8 HMSRs at
the same time. -en, the first pushing sequence in the first

Table 1: Pushing displacement of the segmentation selected for
simulation (mm).

ID Distance
1 778.5
2 765
3 752.3
4 739.5
5 726
6 713.2
7 703.5
8 694.8
9 687.9
10 687.9
11 687.9
12 687.9
13 695.7
14 702.7
15 708.1
16 721.2
17 727
18 739.3
19 744.6
20 750.4
21 758.2
22 766.1
23 766.1
24 766.1
25 758.2
26 752.5
27 747.4
28 734.6
29 715.7
30 696.9
31 678.3
32 658
33 641.4
34 625.4
35 619
36 617.5
37 618.3
38 631
39 639.3
40 657.3
41 670
42 691.4
43 712
44 725.4
45 746.4
46 759.5
47 772.3
48 777.6
49 789.5
50 789.5
51 781.7
52 778.2
53 766.1
54 753.8
55 735
56 716.5
57 689.7
58 680.1
59 682.1
60 694.8

Table 1: Continued.

ID Distance
61 733.7
62 763.7
63 789.5
64 789.5
65 789.5
66 789.5
67 789.5
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pushing manipulation stage needs 5 steps of pushing, 18.7 s
in total. -e second and third pushing sequences cost 5 steps
(11.4 s) and 3 steps (11.3 s), respectively.

Based on the above pushing result, in the second stage
of pushing manipulation, there are more pushing se-
quences that need to be pushed. -e most complex
pushing process is the second pushing sequence, which
needs 7 pushing steps, as shown in Figure 7(b). However, it
only needs 12 s compared with the first pushing sequence
(13.3 s). -e simulation result fits our cognition about
pushing operation; i.e., the more pushing displacement
left, the longer pushing time will be consumed. But this is
not absolutely right, because the proposed system is totally
autonomous and noncommunicative, which means that
the cooperation between HMSRs also affects the final
pushing result. -is is verified by the pushing results of 5th
and 6th pushing sequences. -eoretically, there should be
more pushing displacement left for the 5th pushing se-
quence, then more pushing time should be occupied, while
only 2.6 s is the cost for the 5th pushing sequence and 3.2 s
for the 6th pushing sequence. -us, if the cooperation

between HMSRs is good enough, much less pushing time
will be occupied.

-e details about pushing results and corresponding
pushing time of the whole pushing process are shown in
Table 3. -e traditional human-guided manipulation needs
to pushMTs repeatedly, which may cost half an hour or even
longer. What is worse, the pushing time and pushing steps
are not predictable due to physical connections and limi-
tations, and the operational uncertainties of human-guided
process, while the whole process manipulated by the pro-
posed system only costs 32 steps and 91.6 s, which dra-
matically improves efficiency of pushing manipulation.

4.3. Industrial Experiment. -e proposed memory-pushing
fuzzy control system has been developed and applied in a coal
mining in Shan Xi, China. For concerns of safety, we con-
ducted this experiment for only one cutting round. In case of
practical application without memory-pushing control, it is
very difficult to push scraper conveyer to align with others, and
the final pushing results totally depend on operators’ repeated
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Figure 6: Pushing time difference and pushing time difference rate.

Table 2: Fuzzy control query table.

U ΔE(ti)

E(ti) − 6 − 5 − 4 − 3 − 2 − 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
− 6 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.4 10.5 10.6 11.3 11.4 11.3 11.4 11.4
− 5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.4 10.5 10.6 11.1 11.2 11.1 11.2 11.4
− 4 10.4 10.4 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.4 10.4 10.6 10.6 10.6 10.6 11.1 11.3
− 3 10.4 10.4 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.4 10.4 10.4 10.5 10.5 10.6 11.2 11.4
− 2 10.3 10.4 10.4 10.4 10.4 10.4 10.3 10.4 10.4 10.4 10.6 11.1 11.3
− 1 9.2 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.2 9.9 9.9 9.9 10.1 10.1 10.1
0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0
1 8.8 8.1 8.1 8.1 8.1 8.1 8.1 8.1 8.1 8.1 7.9 7.9 7.9
2 7.7 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.4 6.9 6.7
3 7.6 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.4 6.8 6.6
4 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 6.9 6.7
5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.4 6.9 6.8 6.9 6.8 6.6
6 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.4 6.7 6.6 6.7 6.6 6.6
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working.-e photograph of work field is shown in Figure 8(a).
-en, memory-pushing fuzzy control system is used to solve
this problem, and the photograph is shown in Figure 8(b).

From the comparison between the two pictures, obviously, the
pushing result of practical application with memory-pushing
control strategy is much better.
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Figure 7: Simulation results: (a) the pushing result of first manipulation stage, three sequences of pushing manipulations are presented; (b)
the pushing result of second manipulation stage, six sequences of pushing manipulations are presented; (c) the pushing result of third
manipulation stage, only one sequence of pushing manipulation is presented. -e bottom subplot in each manipulation stage shows the
desired pushing status and current pushing status.

Table 3: Pushing results of the simulation.

Sequences Steps Time (s)

Stage 1
1 5 18.7
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2 10 11.4
3 13 11.3

Stage 2

4 16 13.3
5 23 12
6 25 8.8
7 27 7.7
8 28 2.6
9 31 3.2

Stage 3 10 32 2.6
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5. Conclusion

To effectively and cooperatively push MT to align with each
other, the problem of noncommunicative pushingmanipulation
of multirobot system, which takes HMSR as the pushing robot
and MT as the manipulated object, is studied. -e pushing
dynamics of system is derived, and the convergence of pushing
dynamics is proved considering noncommunicative situation. A
time-based memory-pushing fuzzy control strategy is proposed
and tested in the Adams based virtual environment, which
integrates the derived pushing dynamics. Finally, the industrial
experiment is demonstrated with only one cutting round ex-
ample. Both the simulation and application results show that the
proposed method can efficiently push MTs to align with each
other within seconds, which saves a lot of time compared with
traditional human-guidedmethod.What is more, the method is
totally distributed and autonomously dominated, which means
that the system is still available when communication is disabled.
-us, the system is very feasible and efficient for practical ap-
plication. As to futurework, the proposedmethodwill be further
optimized; the relation between pushing time difference and
pressure difference should be optimized.
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